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Released May 29th, 2018 
 
Notes: 

- this release is primarily to enable support for future hardware releases 
- there is one software fix for intermittent crackling when playing back audio files 
- the big difference in build numbers is due to our internal code structure and not indicative of a large number of 

changes 
 

 
New features 
 
HDMI-VFC 

- Support for new HDMI-VFC cards 
- N.B. this requires OS 4.2 on 4x4pro. OS 4.2 is scheduled to be released in conjunction with r15) 

 

solo server 

- New license type to support solo server 

 

 
Improvements 
 
Video Output 

- Better EDID management to cope with updated AMD driver (this driver is to be released in the OS image 4.2 for 
the 4x4pro update which is scheduled to coincide with the release of r15) 

 

Fixes 
 
Audio 

- Intermittent crackling when playing back audio files 

 

Current known issues 
 
Upgrading 32-bit to 64-bit Sockpuppet shows 



 

- There may be issues upgrading Sockpuppet projects from 32-bit to 64-bit in 14.4.x builds. If your project falls 
into this category, please contact support@disguise.one who can arrange a project upgrade for you 

 

Permissions error after installing  

- On a small number of machines, a python-based permissions error will prevent the software from starting.  
- This issue can be solved by restarting Windows.  

 

Potential UI performance regression with long and busy timelines 

- With either long or busy timelines containing e.g. a plethora of notes/cues, the UI may suffer a degradation in 
performance 

- Minimising the timeline negates this 

 

Slideshows transition time 

- The transition time between slides in slideshows is currently broken 
- The fix for this makes fundamental changes to timeline operations, so will take a while to work its way into 

future releases  

 

Detailed changelog 
Fixes  

[Audio] Intermittent crackling when playing back project specific audio files 

 

 

Improvements 

[Video Output] Better EDID management to cope with updated AMD drivers (to be released in the next OS image 
update) 

 

 

 

Please contact support@disguise.one for feedback and issues  

 


